AMI DEMOLITION & SORTING GRAPPLE
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High performance strength meets cutting-edge agility with AMI
Attachments’ Extractor - the versatile demolition and sorting grapple
capable of taking down buildings, moving large volumes of material,
and picking through fine recyclables.
Built for strenuous work, the Extractor is made with Hardox Wear
Plates and Strenx steel and moves higher volumes of material using
less fuel - cycle after cycle. The Extractor rotates 360 degrees and
features flexible jaw operation with edge-to-edge contact, reversible
cutting edges, and zero clearance design for maximum productivity.

Made with Strenx, a recognized high-performance steel, the Extractor is both structurally
lighter and stronger than regular T1 steel grapples. This impressive strength to weight
ratio means efficient operation with lower fuel used per volume moved.

The Extractor’s precision
edge-to-edge contact makes
selecting thin and valuable
items incredibly easy.

High-wear serrated edges and mounting
edges are made with Hardox Wear Plate, an
abrasion-resistant steel that can repeatedly
withstand the Extractor’s rigorous work.

For exceptional performance and total
operator control, the Extractor rotates
360 degrees to position the grapple
accurately and move loads quickly.

With the Extractor’s zero clearance jaw
design, operators can easily retrieve objects
tightly positioned against walls and bins
with its perfectly vertical jaw opening.

EX Series

Rotator

Open Height (A)

Max Opening (B)

130-150
200

XR400

47 in

XR500

50.5 in

250-300

XR500

300-400

XR600

Authorized Dealer

Closed Width (C)

Closed Height (D)

Jaw (E)

Weight

72 in

46 in

22 in

32 in

2,300 lbs

80 in

50.5 in

30 in

36 in

2,900 lbs

70 in

88 in

60 in

41.5 in

54.5 in

4,600 lbs

72 in

94 in

62 in

46 in

60 in

4,800 lbs
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